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	School name 4: Beacon Hill Academy
	School address 4: Errith DriveSouth OckendonRomfordEssexRM15 5AY
	Text 4: Mrs Sue Hewitt
	Text 5: Jenny Bull
	Text 6: 7th February 2018
	Text 7: Scool-led
	Text 8: www.beaconhill.thurrock.sch.uk
	Text 11: Jenny Townsend
	Text 12: Beacon Hill Academy has built up an excellent portfolio of evidence detailing the on-going work that this special needs school has been doing in parent partnership. Prior to registering for the LPPA the academy had already established a very good relationship with its parents.  By working towards the LPPA the academy has been challenged, through new discussions, to consider where any changes/improvements could be made.
	Text 9: 01708 852006
	Text 10: admin@beaconhill.thurrock.sch.uk
	Text 13: jenny@beaconhill.thurrock.sch.uk
	Text 14: As a result of working towards the LPPA the academy has introduced new initiatives:The Parents’ Room, with its own separate entrance, provides parents with a very comfortable and attractive space where they can enjoy attending a range of courses and activities.  This room has also provided an opportunity for parents to socialise.In addition to the opportunities already on offer, the academy has introduced Study Groups,  and sessions on Get That Job, and Managing Finances.The Parents’ Day, an event for the extended family, was introduced in 2017 and proved to be a great success.  This Saturday event offered a range of activities for parents and children to enjoy together.The academy now has a dedicated receptionist post (job-share) which has further highlighted the importance that is placed on ensuring that parents are properly welcomed on arrival.The academy has reviewed much of its documentation, e.g. curriculum information, pupil reports and policies so that these are now more parent friendly and more visual.Changes have been introduced to the induction process so that parents now experience a more personalised approach when their child joins the school.The academy has introduced learning walks for parents.New signage, including the use of symbols, has been installed around the academy.Displays at reception now include captions making them more meaningful for parents.A new text messaging service has been introduced which has been enthusiastically received by parents.The academy now places more emphasis on helping the parents of the Post 16 students to prepare their children for when they leave the school.  This includes giving the parents information about the Mental Capacity Act.This academy really reaches out to its local community:Parents from mainstream schools are welcome to attend the Parent Forum MeetingsPupils from mainstream schools are invited in to participate in joint photography and dance sessions with Beacon Hill pupils.The well-established leading library is also open to parents from other schools.The nursery has recently been opened up to a younger age group – some of whom choose to go on to become pupils at Beacon Hill.The well-appointed Training Suite is available for other schools to use.The academy takes account of parents’ views and acts accordingly:Parents were consulted about changing the names of the classrooms.  No changes were made because parents really liked the existing names. The academy used to report back to parents annually about pupil progress but now parents receive reports at the end of each term.The website has been reviewed and now includes more photos as well as learning resources requested by parents.
	Text 1018: Continue to progress the excellent work that are you are doing in parent partnership (including the Next Steps that you have identified in Objective 9).The academy is currently piloting the use of Earwig– an online software package designed to provide immediate and relevant feedback to parents.  Assuming that this pilot is successful, roll out the use of Earwig across the whole academy.Identify training for the SLT to help them to best work with more complex parents.  Then cascade this training down to all staff.Explore new methods for collecting feedback from parents.
	Text 1019: That Beacon Hill Academy be awarded the Leading Parent Partnership Award for a period of three years.
	Text 1021: It was a very useful exercise for us to bring together all of the aspects of our work supporting parents and to look at the information, discussions and questions that this then generated for us. We are pleased to have achieved the award and are excitedly looking forward to moving on with our action plan in this area.
	Yes No: Choice1


